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President’s Message
Natalie Kwok

Yes, taking up the presidency of RCTP is like giving 
birth to a baby. It gives me much joy and honour, 
while at the same time demands a lot of time, effort 
and responsibilities to look after “her”. This is a 
particularly great challenge for me to take over the 
presidency from Immediate Past Present (IPP) Francis, 
given his glamorous achievements over the past year 
as evident by the many citations and awards from the 
District Governor to RCTP. May I take this 
opportunity to invite all members to give IPP Francis a 
round of Clapping Hands? 

As the old saying goes, “before the troops move, 
fodder and provisions go first” (三軍未動、糧草先行), 
it is important to secure sufficient funds to support the 
service projects for the coming year. Although the past 
RCTP board has left a healthy book of accounts, it is 
prudent not to rely on the reserve but to raise 
sufficient funds. In this regard may I invite you to join 
hands with me to express our utmost appreciation to 
the Ball Committee, the MCs, helpers and all those who 
have contributed to make our 23rd Annual Ball a big 
success! The net fund raised is around HK$ 500,000, 
including HK$100,000 raised by the singing 
performance of DG Belinda which has been dedicated 
for the DG service projects for 2014-15.
Let's give a round of "Clapping Hands" to all
of us.

Now let me talk about the recent activities and future 
plan. My first happy assignment after the installation 
on the 30 June was the induction of Ada Wu, our 
good friend. This is particularly meaningful to me as 
she was my sponsor to RCTP and the civil celebrant of 
my wedding. This has already achieved 50% of one of 
my presidential goals. Besides, my jam-packed 
schedule in June and July included: having attended: 
on 20th June RC Peninsula Installation; on 28th RC 
Kwai Chung Annual ball; on 29th June RC Shatin
Installation; on 2nd July RC HK Sunrise Installation; on 
4th July District 
Installation; on 7th July 
RC NT Installation; on 
11th July APRRC 
Opening; and on 14th
July RC Tolo Harbour 
Installation.

Let me share with you some of the club plan. One of 
the club objectives for 2014-2015 is to support the 
District focuses this year, namely:
1. Make Rotary Fun and Enjoyable.
2. Engage Families. 
3. Enhance Rotary Public Image. 
4. Grow membership.
5. Ensure effective communications and administration. 
6. Develop future leaders. 
7. Preserve planet earth. 
8. Support the Rotary foundation.

Two years ago when I told my husband Lawso that I 
was going to have another child but the gestation 
would take 2 years, he was rather puzzled by this 
seemingly bizarre idea. For those smart readers you 
may have already realised the new baby I referred to 
is the presidency of Rotary Club of Tai Po (RCTP).

Your views and support are crucial to the success of 
RCTP. I will share with you more in subsequent 
meetings and assemblies. Stay tuned.
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Tai Post got the 2013-14 District Award for “Club 
Bulletin (English) – Gold”.  Congratulations!!  Well 
done dear Editorial Board Members: Peter, Ron and 
Francis; and all contributors to Tai Post.  This honour
is definitely a boost!  It is good that our efforts are 
being recognized.  It is bad that we shall have to 
work even harder if we are to keep the title this year. 

When the king returned to his palace, he 
remembered what the soldier had said to him a year 
ago and was very remorseful.  He ordered that 
soldier to be released immediately and awarded him 
generously.  When the king told him about the 
incident at the cannibal territory, the soldier 
expressed his gratitude for the imprisonment.  He 
said, for otherwise, he would have joined the king in 
this hunting trip and the one who replaced the king 
and died at the staff might very likely be him.

The soldier is so full of wisdom; and it would be nice 
if people can actually think like he did: Something 
unfortunate may eventually turn out to be a blessing 
in disguise. Life is full of ups and downs.  A moment 
of misfortune may drag one down temporarily.  At 
other times, a sudden onslaught of good luck may 
also actually be an omen to later events.  There is 
always the unknown ‘fate’ factor which determines 
success or failure, good or bad outcome.

Having said all that and noting that “nothing is 
definite”, however, we need to continue to work 
hard on Tai Post – at least this is something within 
our control.  The rest, I can only leave to fate.   I 
hope that each issue of Tai Post lives up to 
expectation and continues to be the bulletin you 
look forward to reading.

Come to think of it, there are always two sides to a 
coin and not everything is as it seems. “Nothing is 
definitely good or bad.” Don’t you agree?  I still 
remember Fathers’ Day last year, a day which is 
supposedly one for celebration or at least a happy 
occasion; one father stormed out of a restaurant 
simply because none of his children had made prior 
reservation for dinner.  He went home and hanged 
himself.  Such a father dying like this on Fathers’
Day … what else can one say?

Often, decisions are made on the spur of a moment; 
but fate plays an important part to determine the 
outcome.  I recall a story from primary school days 
which is still indelible to date and wish to share it 
with you.  
A king went hunting and shot a boar. Just as he was 
gloating over his game, the boar did a last struggle 
and bit off the king’s small finger.  One of the king’s 
soldiers shot the boar again to ensure the animal is 
laid to eternal rest; but the king’s small finger could 
not be re-attached.  As the king moaned and cried in 
pain the soldier tried to pacify him and said that the 
king should consider himself lucky to have lost just a 
small finger and was otherwise unscathed.  Upon 
hearing this, the king became furious and ordered 
the soldier be imprisoned.

A year later, the king went hunting again and 
accidentally entered the realm of cannibals.  The 
cannibal chief tied the king to a staff and intended to 
burn him as offering to their gods.  Just as the 
ceremony was about to start, the cannibal chief 
noticed that the king had one finger less.  The chief 
thought an imperfect offering might anger the gods 
and so the king was released and an aide of the king 
was chosen to replace him as the offering and died 
at the staff.
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Rotary Information
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Why does the Rotary year begin on 1st July?

Rotary continued to hold its annual conventions in July or August until 1917. Delegates to the 1916 event in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, USA, approved a resolution to hold future conventions in June, mainly because of the heat in 
cities where most of them occurred. The next one was held 17-21 June in Atlanta, Georgia.

The term “Rotary year” has been used to signify Rotary‘s annual administrative period since at least 1913. An 
article in The Rotarian that July noted, “The Rotary year that is rapidly drawing to a close has been signalized 
by several highly successful joint meetings of Clubs that are so situated as to assemble together easily and 
conveniently.”

Since the executive committee's decision in 1913, the end of the Rotary year has remained 30 June.

Ever wondered why the Rotary 
year begins on 1st July? The 
international convention initially 
played a key role in determining 
the start date of our fiscal and 
administrative year.
The first convention of the Rotary 
Clubs of America was held in 
Rotary’s birthplace, Chicago, in 
1910.  Rotary's first fiscal year 
began the day after the first 
convention ended, on 18 August 
1910. The 1911-12 fiscal year also 
r e l a t e d  t o  t he  convent ion , 
beginning with the first day of the 
1911 convention on 21 August. 
At its August 1912 meeting, the Board of Directors ordered an audit of the 
International Association of Rotary Clubs' finances. The auditors 
recommended that the organization end its fiscal year on 30 June to give the 
secretary and treasurer time to prepare a financial statement for the 
convention and board, and determine the proper number of club delegates 
to the convention.
The executive committee concurred, and at its April 1913 meeting, designated 30 June as the end of the fiscal 
year.
This also allowed for changes to the schedule for reporting club membership and payments. Even The 
Rotarian changed its volume numbering system to correspond to the fiscal year (beginning with vol. 5, July 
1914).
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Rotary International Convention Sydney 2014
Kenneth Wong

The Rotary International Convention is one of the most important events in Rotary 
calendar during which Rotarians from all over the world would meet to celebrate and 
to learn about the latest works of Rotary. It is also an occasion to connect and reunite 
with our dear friends in Rotary.

The Rotary International Convention 
2014 was held in beautiful Sydney, 
Australia, 1-4th June. Sydney is a city 
which I am familiar with and is my 
home away from home. The 
convention provides an opportunity for 
the attendees to get to know the city 
and the many pleasurable experiences 
it has to offer.

Sydney sightseeing-- Blue Mountain Sydney Opera House
For the benefit of those who have not attended any RIC previous, 
let me share with you the key features of RIC.
1) Convention program
Not counting the pre-convention programs the like of Rotaract
and Rotary Youth Exchange, a typical RIC spans over 4 days. The 
first day of Convention features the opening plenary in the 
afternoon where reigning RI President welcomes Rotarians and 
delivers his key messages as his tenure comes to an end. There 
are also key note addresses by the head of state of the host 
country and other inspirational speakers. This year, the prime 
minister of Australia, Mr. Tony Abbott spoke on the relevancy of
Rotary in Australia and have pledged on behalf of his 
government the contribution of a sum of US dollars One 
hundred millions towards Rotary End- polio campaign. 
The second day devotes entirely to the Rotary Foundation (TRF) 
with plenary and breakout sessions reporting the significant 
projects done by Rotarians around the globes which are funded 
by TRF. There are speeches by individuals whose

The third day’s plenary and breakout sessions are designed to reinvigorate Rotary 
clubs with lots of sharing and learning of success stories in Rotary services and 
membership development.
The fourth and final day of RIC is designated to “ looking to the future” where the 
incoming RI President will present his vision on Rotary and how he would lead 
Rotary with the changes and his year theme which would take place in the coming 
Rotary year. 

and budget of TRF would be released for questioning by Rotarians.  
lives were changed by the works of TRF. The financial account
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At the closing plenary, members of our sister Club RC Taipei were recognized on stage as being members of 
the Rotary club of Rotary International President 2014-15 Gary Huang who is the past governor of HK, Macau 
and Taiwan in 1985 when we were of one Rotary district D345.

House of friendship is an exhibition of booths from Rotary clubs across 
the globe, showcasing the ongoing significant humanitarian projects 
being carried out by Rotarians across the globe. If you have a few 
minutes to spare, Rotarians manning these booths would explain to 
you the success stories of their service projects in a most 
comprehensive and passionate way.  Many international humanitarian 
service providers and specialist organizations such as water, medical 
health and poverty alleviation were represented at the HOF too.

The ONE booth Skyjuice foundation booth

The idea of HOF is to inspire and 
facilitate Rotarians on how they 
could impact the world through 
Rotary service and how we could 
offer support to these projects as 
individuals or by means of Rotary 
Global Grants. It also reminds 
Rotarians on how we could 
contribute to building a better 
world together.

Sydney Rotary Convention saw registration of around 19,000 Rotarians 
from 200 countries. Some 1800 Rotarians from the seven districts in 
Taiwan attended the Sydney Convention. 

Joining RI President Ron Burton at the 
3K walk fund raising for End polio

DG Eugene led a strong delegation of 110 Rotarians and spouses from 
D3450 to the Sydney Convention.  Following the tradition of D3450, DG 
Eugene graciously sponsored a DG banquet at a popular seafood 
restaurant in the Sydney China Town.  D3450 delegation includes 12 
presidents from the class of 2012-13; they spent a lovely week of 
Rotary experiences and fine fellowship in Sydney. 
It is worth noting that at the last district resolution committee meeting, 
it has been resolved that D3450 will participate at the bidding of 
Rotary Convention 2019, a district committee headed by PDG YK Cheng 
has been tasked to prepare a bidding proposal for Rotary Convention 
HK 2019.  The proposal will be submitted to the Rotary International 
before the 1st August. The result on bidding of Rotary Convention 
would be known in early 2015.

Sydney Banquet
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30 June 2014, Grand Ballroom, Kowloon Shangri-la Hotel

Encouragement andAppreciation

Glamourous Members and Lovely Guests
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Opening Dance by Step Up Infinity andAll Glamorous Dances
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The Wines

The Singers
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22.06.2014 - Post Ball Lunch with RC Taipei and RC Taipei Diamond

Souvenir and Prizes
From Sister Club RC Taipei

Silent Auction Items

Table Prizes and Raffle Prizes

After the fun but exhausting Annual Ball on 21st June, those 
few RCTP members who remained sober the next day 
extended hospitality to our sister club Rotary Club of Taipei 
and friendly club Rotary Club of Taipei Diamond at a ‘post-
ball’ lunch on 22 June 2014 where … red wine and whisky 
continued to flow.
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30th June 2014 RCTP Change-over 
Claire Mak

As we reached the end of the Francis’ era and welcomed on board Natalie and her team, the RCTP 
Changeover took place on 30th June at our usual meeting venue Royal Garden Hotel.  It was well 
attended by a lot of friends in addition to spouses and also our Rotaractors and was celebrated in 
style with an abundance of alcohol and laughter.

The Friends and Guests

Then, witnessed by the outgoing and incoming Governors 
Eugene and Belinda, Natalie was installed as our new 
president.

In turn, the first duty she performed was to install IPP 
Francis and re-induct Ada Wu into our club.  Celebration 
continued and the evening whiled away amidst laughter 
and lots and lots to drink.

Before stepping down, Francis announced the 16 
Awards RCTP had amassed and expressed his 
gratitude to members and everyone who joined 
him in making the 2013-14 year a successful and 
enjoyable one.  He took the opportunity to thank 
each and every member with a thoughtful gift of a 
set of leather key holder and coin bag each 
embossed with individual names.



The Celebration and the Show of Gratitude
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The Installation and Induction
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New Member Induction Ada Wu 
Ada Wu (胡靜媚胡靜媚胡靜媚胡靜媚)  
Birth: 16 July
Husband: Gary Ma (馬錦全)
Professional Qualifications: 
University of Hong Kong LL.B.; P.C. LL.
Current Post: 
Senior Associate at Messrs. Li, Wong, Lam & W.I. 
Cheung (specializing real estate) 
Enjoys: Yoga, Movies & Travelling.
Classification: Law Practice (Conveyancing)
Date Inducted: 18 Oct 1999, 30 June 2014Ada’s Re-induction Remarks:

I hope I can contribute & take part in more service projects & other activities of our club. I take pride in being 
a member of the Rotary Club of Tai Po, with vibrant members & active participation in District activities.
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RCTP Club Structure for 2014-2015
President: Natalie Kwok

President Elect: Vikky Tam
Vice President: William Yim
Club Secretary: Roger So
Treasurer: Man Mo Leung
Directors: 
Wilson Lam, Claire Mak, Frankie Wu, 
Masayuki Tsubaki, Patrick Fong, KF 
Tam
Hon. Auditor: Louis Tang
Sergeant At Arms: Jimmy Wai

Club Committee 2014-15
Chair Team Members

Club Administration: 
Patrick Fong 

Caren Chan, Sasha Chu, Pearl 
Dang, Claire Mak, Vikky Tam

Service:
William Yim

Paul Chan, Pearl Dang, Sally Luk, 
Ping Leung, Jacky Sung

Youth Service: 
KF Tam

Peter Lam, Francis Au, Ron Chung, 
Anthony Hung, Claire Mak

Public Image:
Claire Mak Peter Lam, Francis Au, Ron Chung

Membership: 
Dennis Lo

International Service: 
Masayuki Tsubaki Pearl Dang, Wilson Lam, Ada Wu, 

Man Mo Leuing
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Members Teams 

Team 
Leader

Team members

Peter Lam Ping Armstrong Vikky Jimmy William Sincere Patrick 
Yung

Team 2

Team 4

Team 
Leader

Team members

Timmy Kwong David Pearl Anthony Sally Claire Roger Frankie
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Team 3
Team 
Leader

Team members

Jacky 
Sung

Francis Caren Paul Patrick 
Fong

Wilson Louis Kenneth Ada

Team 1
Team 
Leader

Team members

Dennis Lo Sasha Ron Natalie Man KF Tsubaki CM
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RCTP 2014-15
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My club plan is based on one theme and one strategy.  

The theme for our club in 2014-15 will be “Sustainability”.

For this we have to observe:

• Financial sustainability of the club – e.g. we have already 
secured sufficient funds for the service projects.  We will ensure 
that regular expenses will not exceed monthly contributions from
members. 

• Human resource sustainability of the club – we will ensure net gain of at least 2 members this 
year, and identify and grow future leaders of the club.         

• Sustainability of the environment – we will support the District 
focus of “Preserving planet earth” and some meaningful service 
projects echoing this concept. In fact our club has already 
adopted a “green meal” arrangement by reducing food waste at 
our regular meetings. 

The one strategy to implement the above theme is “Walk By Two Legs” (兩條腿走路). The first leg 
is “Fellowship” and the second leg is “Service Projects”. For Fellowship, we will re-vitalise the 4 
teams arrangement to organise 4 Theme Nights. The 1st Theme Night will be on 1 Sep to 
celebrate the mid-autumn festival. CP’s Birthday Party and Christmas Party will be organised by 
the Club Admin team. I shall take care of the menu and wine of our regular meetings.  Besides, we 
will encourage and receive more club visits like what we did with the delegation from RC Makati
San Lorenzo D3830 Philippines.

I will discuss in detail how to implement the above club plan 
and your views and support are crucial for the success of 
RCTP.

For Service Projects, our Service Committee will organise 
a series of service activities of various nature. Members 
and their family and friends are encouraged to attend for 
the betterment of the society.

Natalie Kwok
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Visit to the Solitary Elderly
Claire Mak

Community service of RCTP for Rotary Year 13-14 ended with a Visit to the Solitary 
Elderly in Sham Shui Po district on 28th June (Sat).  The event was organized by 
Caritas Elderly Service Centre and attended by RCTP members including President 
Francis and his whole family, PDG Kenneth, PPs Peter, Jacky, Claire and Frankie, VP 
William and Bebe and also Wanda and Chloe.  Around 8 Step Up Infinity girls also 
came along.

Pre-visit briefing
After a short briefing by the social worker on the purpose of the visit and matters to watch out, we broke up into 
small groups comprising a Centre volunteer, one Rotarian and one Step Up Infinity girl.   Each group visited 2 elderly 
at their home, mostly in the nearby Lee Cheng Uk Tsuen and Un Chau Estate. 
A Centre volunteer led me and Hay Yin (from Step Up Infinity) to Peace House, Lee Cheng Uk Tsuen and we visited 
respectively Madam Ho (66 years old) on the 11th floor and Mr. Ho (90 years old) on the 13th floor.

On the way proceeding to individual homes.

Madam Ho was grateful to our visit and 
imparted to us quite some personal worries.  
She is not really “solitary’’ but her son and his 
family are in Shenzhen; so she travels often to 
and stays in Shenzhen to look after the 
grandkid.  Even though she looks healthy, she 
complains about high blood pressure and easy 
dizziness which make her worry about the 
constant trips she has to make to Shenzhen. 

Warm chat during the home visits
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Old Mr. Ho told us he in weak in the legs but is otherwise in good 
health.  With the assistance of wheelchair, he goes out daily to buy 
food and cooks for himself – saying jokingly the food delivered to him 
was mediocre. He also enjoys going to the nearby park to chat with 
other old people there.  His family are all in the mainland and he does 
not maintain much contact with them.

In general, the old people are grateful and welcomed us at the 
visit.  They are in comparative good health and are easy to talk
to.  They were both aware of the facilities available at the 
Caritas Center and have the peace alarm bell installed.   I think 
the fact that we visited them and the small presents of noodles 
and biscuits already boosted their spirits.

Members went back to the Caritas Centre and did a debriefing.  
Everyone finds the visit constructive. Thus wraps up the 2013-14 
community service of RCTP.

Not affluent but also not lonely.

Group photo after debriefing.
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Day 1 - Upon the delegates arrival on 10 July and 
settled down at L’Hotel Nina in Tsuen Wan, the 
Conference kicked started with the Welcoming 
Banquet as a warming up event.  Participants 
dressed in casual wear with cultural accessories 
and enjoyed an evening with ice-breaking games, 
magic performances, sumptuous dinner, singing 
performances by our District Rotaractors, A 
cappella Performance … etc.
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Asia Pacific Regional Rotaract Conference 2014
“Touch Hong Kong, Touch Your Heart”10-13 July 2014

Claire Mak
The Asia Pacific Regional Rotaract Conference (APRRC) was initiated in 2004 in Hong Kong by PDG Alexander 
Mak.  Since then it is one of the largest Rotaract events, organized every year and engages Rotaractors from 
the Asia Pacific region.  A decade has since passed and our Rotaractors have brought this Conference back to 
Hong Kong. The Organizing Committee has chosen Red-White-Blue as the theme colour to represent HK’s 
tenacity and diligence. 

Day 2 - started with the Opening Ceremony at the Tsuen Wan Town Hall where participants from all over Asia 
Pacific were cheerfully recognized country by country.

After a thundering neon-light lion dance, it was speeches from dignitaries followed by an inspiring address by 
Keynote Speaker Mr. Francis Ngai, founder of Social Ventures HK, when we heard how he, along conquering 
the Gobi desert and the North Pole, also started Green Monday, RunOurCity …etc.  RCTP Rotarians met with 
our Rotaractors from RAC Tai Po and Wu Yee Sun College and were told what they were up to the night 
before and plans for the following days. 
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Country reports were delivered during lunch and we 
got to know a bit about different cultures and 
developments from the participants and even got to 
learn a few greetings. Then delegates broke off for 
different workshops for discussions, sharing and even 
learned calligraphy, kung fu or paper cutting!

The evening was a fun-filled Cultural Night where delegates dressed in country costume and joined dances 
and other performances.  The Mongolian Rotaractors got a clean sweep and amazed everyone with their 
brilliant street dance as well as being chosen Mr. and Miss APRRC! 

Day 4 - is the farewell day.  The Closing Ceremony 
started with kung fu performance.  The Organizers 
were thanked, the delegates bid farewell and the host 
club for APRRC 2016 was announced – Kyoto!  But for

Day 3 - is for tours and service projects.  13 groups 
engaged in 11 different itineraries: Ecotour, Heritage, 
cultural, sightseeing and service.

the next APRRC, it is Onto Indonesia.
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Claire Mak
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The weather on 4th July was very hot. I almost melted walking on the street with the club jacket on.  
However, the atmosphere within the Grand Ballroom of Regal Airport Hotel was even hotter - as clubs from 
the whole District 3450 braced themselves for the District and Club changeover ceremonies, the major 
Awards presentation and, the indispensable fun and fellowship.
For RCTP, we of course celebrated the occasion in our usual loud and rowdy manner.  But adding the 
Cinderella capping to an already brilliant 2013-14 year was the fact that we got 2 very Major Awards: PDG 
Kenneth Wong for The Innovation Achiever Award of the Year to recognize efforts for launching an Organ 
Donation website in China; and IPP Francis Au for being Rotarian of the Year! They truly deserve these very 
prestigious recognition and RCTP was proud of their achievements!



Regular Meeting
14 July 2014
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VP Jimmy and his 
classmate (presidents in 
2016-17) our VP William. 

PP Ivan of Makati San Lorenzo won 
the raffle gift of a unique horse 
ornament given out by PP Man.   

Everyone together, cheers!

Past President Pearl introduced 
her acquaintance with our 
friends from the Philippines.

President Erwyn Alcomendras
brought to us interesting facts 
about his club, Rotary club of 
Makati San Lorenzo, D3830 
Philippines.

Past President Man thanked Pres. Erwyn
Alcomendras for giving us the talk; but had ventured 
out from the parameter of a vote of thanks and was 
eventually made to give red box.  

Members welcomed and mingled well with the visiting Rotarians from Rotary Club of Makati San Lorenzo, D3830 Philippines. 
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June Winners  
(100% attendance):

FRANCIS AU,
CAREN CHAN, 
PEARL DANG, 

ANTHONY HUNG,
NATALIE KWOK, 

PETER LAM, 
PING LEUNG,
CLAIRE MAK,

MAN MO LEUNG,
JACKY SUNG,
VIKKY TAM, 

LOUIS TANG, 
MASAYUKI TSUBAKI,

FRANKIE WU, 
WILLIAM YIM

% of attendance of 
regular meetings 

(inclusive of make ups) 

Upcoming Events

Day Time Event Venue

Average attendance: 72.95%

9th June 53.1%

16th June 72.0%

30th June 93.8%

Chief Editor : 
Claire Mak
The Editorial Board : 
Peter Lam, 
Ronald Chung & 
Francis Au

Got something to say?

Tai Post wants to hear from you.  
Write in to 
clairemak.rctaipo@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit 
articles for length and clarity.

Patrick Yung

16th  Ada Wu
28th  Armstrong Shea

July
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In June

New member 
inducted:

Ada Wu 
on 30 June 2014

Sha Tau Kok
Community Centre 

Build Our Loving Villages 
Service for Village Elderly 

11:30 a.m.02 AUG
(Sat)

Auditorium, Tai Po 
Civic Centre

HKCYS Dance showcase of youth in 
Tai Po

6:45 p.m.01 AUG
(Fri)

Function Room, 
The Royal Garden, 
Mody Road, TST

Topic: My Journey to Discover 
Japan
Speaker: PP Peter Lam

7:00 p.m.28 JUL
(Mon)

2C Joint Venture 
Ind’l Bldg., 76 Hung 
Tao Road, Kwun
Tong, Kowloon 

Rotaract Club Tai Po Professional 
Development Talk 
Topic: Experience and techniques in 
diving 
Speaker: Professor Wood-hung Lee

2:30 p.m.26 JUL
(Sat)

Function Room, 
The Royal Garden, 
Mody Road, TST

Topic: 美味, 快樂, 滿足

Speaker: Mr. Eric Chiang 
7:00 p.m.21 JUL 

(Mon)

Function Room, 
The Royal Garden, 
Mody Road, TST

Assistant Governor Dominic Chu’s
Visit

7:00 p.m.18 AUG 
(Sat)

Police Officer Club, 
Causeway Bay, HK

District Membership Development & 
Retention Seminar 

12:00 n.n. 02 AUG
(Sat)


